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THE NATION OF POETS AND THINKERS 

JANUARY 23, 1984 
GUNTER GRUPP 

There are memories of our past that need 
to be listened to. 

Last Fall my wife and I returned t? our 
h ometown Freiburg, in Southwestern Germany, 1n ~he 
f oothills of the Black Forest, to attend a meet1ng 
of a group of research pharmacologists to which we 
still belong. We both have spent most of our post
h igh school days, whenever we were stationary, in 
Freiburg either studying or teaching medicine. We 
left Freiburg in 1958 to come to Cincinnati. 

One beautiful evening in late September 
last year, just when dusk was settling over Fre iburg , 
we found ourselves together with several hundred othe r 
scientists and their spouses inside the cathedral 
a ttending an organ recital of Chorales by Johann 
Sebastian Bach. Sitting t here i n the increasing 
d arkness in the midsts of people visibly moved by 
t he power of Bach's appeal to the creator, an ink ling 
s truck me, why the Germans call themselves the 
Nation of Poets and Thinkers. Here it was, an 
e arly gothic cathedral, 800 years old and the size 
o f a mini-Astrodome, baroque music nearly 300 years 
o ld and played by a renaissance man, and late 20th 
century molecular biophysicists, palpably charged 
with emotion. Inevitably, as often before, this 
s elf-aggrandizement led me to another very emotional 
me mory of 38 years ago. 

Sitting in another group of Germans as 
a prioner of war towards the end of World War II, 
I was watching an American news reel. A report 
was shown about a recently libera ted concentration 
c amp. There were hundreds of emaciated dead bodies 
p iled on top of each other. The narrator reported 
t hat these were mostly bodies of Jewish prisoners 
who awaited cremation at the time of t he liberation 
o f the camp. I still remember my total disbelief 
t Oday. I felt, and so did my friends, that if this 
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were true, we must have known about ~t. Of course, 
we found out soon enough how true th~s report was 
and learned about t he fantastic extent of this,mass 
murder of a whole peop l e. Then, as now, the l~nger
ing question before us was how this outrage could 
happen. How could peop le we knew and respect~d, 
our parents and familie s, our teacher~ and ~r~end~, 
our ministers, even o urselves, let th~ngs l~ke th1S 
happen? Even if we did not realize the existence 
and the magnitude, why did we not realize it. 
There have been numerous attempts at explanations 
and many of them are quite helpful and instructive. 
Yet there is often doubt in one's mind that the 
reporter had an important self interest to pursue, 
either in accusing or in defending. 

A new vista was opened for me by our own 
Chuck Judd. He introduced me to Dietrich Bonhoeffer's 
biography and his writings. This indeed was the 
right witness, a German born in 1906, therefore 
old enough to have understood the consequences of 
World War I, the plight of Europe and the German 
people, who knew the conditions allowing Hitler 
to assume absolute power. He was a Protestant 
minister deeply involved in moral and ethical 
issues, who also saw from the beginning where 
Hitler was going. He put all he had into persuad
ing his church, his friends and even the military 
to change the course and he gave his life by doing 
so. And he wrote a short essay entitled: "After 
Ten Years: A reckoning made at New Year 1943, " 
in which he, long before the end of World War II, 
pondered the question of how this could happen. 
He gave a copy each to his brother-in-law, Hans 
von Dohnanyi, to General Hans Oster of the military 
intelligence service and to his friend and biographer, 
Eberhard Bethge. You will hear more about these 
people. One copy of the essay survived the war, 
hidden under the roof beams of his parents' house. 
In it Bonhoeffer evaluated the events in Germany. 
He wrote in the introduction: 

I should like to give some 
account of what was experienced 
and learnt in common during 
these years, not personal 



experiences, or arguments and 
theories, but conclusions reached 
more or less in common by a 
circle of likeminded people, 
and related to the business of 
human life. Just as the capacity 
to forget is a gift of grace, 
so memory, the recalling of 
lessons we have learnt is a 
part of responsible living. 
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The story I want to develop in this paper 
will run in three parallel lines. First I will try 
to quickly summarize the historical events behind 
our story and show how these events are reflectp.d 
in the microcosm of a small German university town, 
namely Freiburg. Second I will show who Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer was, how events influenced him and how 
he influenced the events. I will end up with Bonhoeffer's 
assessment of what has happened to the Germans and 
what they did to themselves during the "Thousand 
Year Reich. " 

The historical background on which this 
story unfolds contains several surprising facts. 
The most surprising was that the Germans had practically 
no experience with democracy. The first try they 
had at it was the Weimar Republic and that lasted 
all of fifteen years from 1918 to 1 9 33. This 
republic was damaged and doomed to failure from the 
outset. Germany had just lost World War I. The 
Versailles Treaty in its celebrated article 231 
assigned war guilt to Germany alone and placed 
incalculable obligations in form of reparations 
on it. These obligations were severely enforced 
into the thirties. France even occupied the 
Rhineland in peacetime to collect in person. From 
the beginning a desperate losing struggle against 
economic and social miseries, led by total devalua-
tion of currency in 1923, culminated in rampant 
unemployment between 1929 to 1932. One and a half 
million were unemployed in September 1929 (about 7% 
of the work force, 4.4 million one year later and 
six million (approaching 30% of the work force) in 
1932. It is said that by 1932 more than half of 
a~~ German £ ami~ies were directly affected by 
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unemployment. The republic was attacked from t he 
beginning by fanatical antagonists from the left 
and from the right. They proclaimed that they 
stood "outside " the republic even as they accepted 
every advantage conferred on a supposedly loyal 
opposition by the Weimar constitution of 1919. 
This let the republic fall into the hands of those 
who opposed its whole existence. Moreover, when 
the republic succumbed it yielded by completely 
constitutional means. For the Germans, the conse
quence of their exposure to democracy was turbulence, 
mass murder in the streets, poverty and unemployment. 

In 1932 Hitler's party was the strongest 
but had no maj ority. At noon on January 30, 1933, 
Hitler became Chancellor with the help of the 80-year
old Hindenburg and the conservatives who believed 
they could use him for their own ends. The great 
goal of Hitler was "Gleichschaltung," which meant 
for him the coordination of all areas of German 
life to the Nazi pattern. His only interest was 
a strong state and the leadership principle, not 
economic and social reform. The leadership principle 
meant "one people, one nation and one leader. " The 
axiom "you are nothing, your nation is everything" 
pursued.me~ and wo~en from the cradle to the grave. 
Unquest~on~ng obedience was the order of the day 
The areas to ~e.coordi~ated were all major sociai, 
economic, ~ol~~~ca~, m~litary, educational and 
religious 1nst1tut~ons. 

institutiO~: ~~n~6e~a~~e c~or~i~ation of the politica 
impenetrable police cordon n th

e ru~ry 28, behind an 
to the ground. The nex ' ~ Re~chstag was burnt 
"Edict for the protecti;nda~ :~tler pronounced the 
decreed the remova l of 0 eople and State." It 
f~ee speech, freedom OfP~~:onal free~om, right of 
t~on and on pUblic assembl pre~s, r~ght of associa
graph and te lephone comrnun¥ ' pt71vacy of ~ost, tele -
s . lca lons, requlrement of 
earch warrants and protection against confiscation 

of property. This abolishment of all personal rights 
made con~entration camps possible. Since the edict 
seemed dlr~cted against the radical communists who stood outs~de t _he cn,.,,,,+-~ +-,,+-~ ~ _ _ .~_~-'- __ ___ •• _. __ , _____ & __ _ _ 

nor the un~v~r~~tie~ ~elt themselveS d£L~cted oy l~. 
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Most people saw the edict as a new desire for law and 
order which they could only applaud. The edict was 
ratified in the elections of March 5 which gave the 
Nazis only 44% of the vote, but the Conservative 
Party provided the required majority. On March 21, 
in the morning, Hitler, Hindenburg and the entire 
cabinet attended with pomp and ceremony a church 
service to mark the end of the "bloodless, legal 
revolution." In the evening of the same day, the 
'I'reachery Law was promulgated and with it the net 
of political judiciary measures was closed. The 
law was applicable to anyone who with malice spread 
untrue assertions, calculated to impair the welfare 
of the nation and damage the reputation of the 
government or the parties behind those governments. 
The Enabling Act of March 24 finished the coup. 
It conferred legislative power upon the government, 
legalized its past and future edicts and released 
Hitler from any dependence upon the Constitution 
if it proved embarrassing. The Treachery Law combined 
with the Edict imposed dangerous restrictions on 
everybody. Suddenly the whole population became 
vulnerable. Your own children could, and in many 
instances did, b ring you to the attention of the 
Gestapo and send any citizen to a concentration 
camp. These camps were first advertised to be 
for reeducation, namely for "concentration" pur
poses. However, they soon changed their purpose. 

By 1934, Hitler had coordinated all political 
and social institutions, especially schools, uni
versities, youth organizations and police. The 
coordination of the military was more difficult. 
Hitler needed the army. The officers corps was 
very conservative and not eager to be manhandled 
by a private first class. He got his first success 
when he accused von Fritsch in 1938 of homosexuality 
and replaced him with men who were sympathetic. 
But he paid dearly for the tangling with the 
military. The military intelligence service, known 
as "Abwehr," directed by Admiral Canaris and General 
Oster, began to plot to overthrow Hitler. You may 
remember a December 1982 AP article in the Cincinnati 
Enquirer which disclosed that Allen Dulles told a 

secret House Committee hearing in 1947 that he,had 
members of the Abwehr working for him and was 1D 
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direct touch with Canaris. We will hear about this 
later on. 

Hitler experienced his greatest difficulties 
in his attempt of Gleichschaltung of church and state . 
He wanted to appoint the 28 bishops of the regional 
churches, have them lead by a national bishop of 
his liking and then run the German church, as he 
called it, as an arm of his government. Although 
most theology students and many pastors had nation
alist leanings, a majority of the pastors banded 
together as the Confessional Church and fought 
tooth and nail for maintenance of the separation 
of church and state. Our own George Palmer in his 
recent essay "The American Experiment in Religious 
Freedom" considers the separation of church and 
state as the cornerstone of a functioning democracy, 
and the first amendment to the u.s . Constitution 
as the most revolutionary part of this revolutionary 
document. He quotes Justice Frankfurther: "In the 
relation between Church and State, good fences make 
good neighbors." Hitler saw this very clearly and 
did not rest until he had removed all fences, which 
he managed in 1938. 

A major goal for Hitler was his anti
conwunist and his anti-semitic agenda. He used 
~is success in reaching his anti-communist goal 
In 1933 to prepare the power base for his anti
semitic approach. On April 1, 1933, the Nazi party 
cal~ed for a nationwide boycott of Jewish firms. 
Artlcle 10 of the Directive stated: 

Every German with connections 
outside the country must make 
use of these, to explain and 
disseminate the truth, that 
peace and order reign in Germany , 
that the German people live at 
pea~e, and that their fight 
agalnst the Jewish conspiracy 
is only cond~ctod ~~ s_1£-

defence. 

On April 7, the first of the non-Aryan laws called 
for the "Reconstruction of the Professional Civil 
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Service. " With it the Aryan Clause was introduced 
excluding Jewish people from public and soon from 
private employment. Five years later, on November 9, 
1938, the infamous "crystal night" took place when 
the terror against the Jewish population erupted 
allover Germany and all synagogues were burned. 
The fall of 1941 began what was called "the final 
solution." The first mass evictions of Jews happened 
in late October. Although the time from April 1933 
to the end of 1941 was unspeakably horrible for a 
people whose only crime was that they were Jewish, 
it was nothing compared to what was now to begin. 
By 1941 about 400,000 German and Austrian Jews had 
emigrated. Most of the remaining 300,000 were 
eventually to suffer the same fate as the rest of 
the European Jewry. Within three years specially 
formed execution squads systematically exterminated 
at least five million Jews, two and one half million 
in Auschwitz alone. Another half million died 
there of hunger and illness. The total losses of 
the war are conservatively estimated at 25 million 
lives. Germany lost four million soldiers and 
one million civilians. One quarter of all houses 
in Germany were destroyed or damaged. One million 
Germans were in captivity. In his will, Hitler 
blamed the Jews for the war, the generals for 
the failure to win the war and the German people 
for losing the war. He showed no concern or com
passion for the German people. To the contrary, 
he despised them and said that they deserved to 
be annihilated or ruled over by the "subpeople" 
from the east. 

We will look now at how the national 
history was reflected in the life of a small 
university city. Freiburg is located in the 
southwestern corner of Germany, pretty much like 
Hamilton in Ohio, but the river close by is not 
the Miami/White Water, but the Rhine, and Indiana 
is France and Kentucky is Switzerland. It was 
founded in 1120. The citizens began building 
the gigantic cathedral 100 years later. This 
early gothic cathedral of warm reddish sandstone 
is the only German cathedral finished completely 
in the Gothic style; the single tower reaches 
370 feet and the main church is 350 feet long 
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and about 100 feet high , an enormous size for a city 
of 2,000. The Univers ity of Freiburg, my alma mater, 
was founded in 1457. In 1957, the year before we, 
left we celebrated t he university's 500-year ann1-
vers~ry . Ravaged by the French, the,Swedes and 
their German brothers , Fre iburg had 1tS ups,and 
downs, rising to 5,0 00 inhabitants and fal11ng at 
the end of the Thirty Year War to less than 2,000 . 
In 1932 Hitler visited Freiburg, speaking to the 
people in a soccer stadium. He found their response 
not enthusiastic enough and he never returned. 
On November 9, 1938, the Synagogue of Freiburg 
was burned down and a ll Jewish men up to the age 
of 85 were arrested and brought to the concentra
tion camp Dachau. They returned half a year later. 
There were no local newspapers after 1940. The 
Nazis stopped the paper supply because they did 
not like what was printed. On October 23, 1941, 
all Jewish men, women and children were sent to a 
concentration camp in Gurs in Southern France. 
There is no mention of what happened to them. In 
1942 Dietrich Bonhoeffer met twice in Freiburg 
with the underground "Freiburg Circle of the 
Confessional Church 11 consisting of the Protestant 
university professors Von Dietze, Eucken, Lampe, 
Ritter and Wolf and Goerdler and J. Perels. In 
preparation of the overthrow of Hitler they worked 
on questions dealing with political ethics. They 
distributed the Freiburger Memorandum entitled: 
"Political Ordering of the Community, an Attempted 
Stock Taking of the Christian Conscience in the 
Political Needs of Our Time. 11 They were all sent 
to concentration camps but survived except for 
Goerdeler, Perels and Bonhoeffer. When I was in 
Freiburg from October 1943 to May 1944, I attended 
lectures of these men but I had no idea what they 
were up to. 

Freiburg had no military installations 
and litt~e industry. One large clothing factory 
~as outs1de of,town. In 1944 the only soldiers 
1n town were e1ther home on leave or patients in 
the university hospitals. Be tween 7:50 and 8:10 
p.m. on November 27, 1944, approximately 500 British 
bombers destroyed Freiburg. The exact number of 
dead were never determined but a minimum of 2,200 



died in these twenty minutes, many thousands were 
wounded, tens of thousands became homeless. The 
city burned for several days, 12,000 houses w~re 
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either completely or partially destroy~d •. Th~s 
i ncluded the university hospitals and ~nst~tutes 
of the medical school. Only 15% of all buildings 
remained untouched. More than 100,000 people inhabited 
the city before November 27. A census in December 
counted 63,962 inhabitants. Although there was 
complete destruction all around, the huge cathedral 
was not touched at all, neither by bombs nor 
incendiaries nor by the firestorm surrounding 
it. 

When the war ended on May 8, 1945, the 
people of Freiburg did not find out until days 
later. When I returned to Freiburg in 1946 to 
continue medical school, reconstruction was already 
under way and new university hospitals were going 
up in the outskirts of Freiburg. Today Freiburg 
looks pretty much as it did before the war. On 
November 25, 1963, 15,000 people, mostly students, 
assembled around the cathedral to participate in 
a torchlight memorial for John F. Kennedy. 

We will now have a look at Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer. He was the descendant of a long line 
of public servants. The Bonhoeffers had their 
roo~s in Southern Germany. They played a leading 
part in Swabian democratic circles and in the 
P:otestan~ ~hurch. Revolutionary elements mingled 
w~th trad~t~onal loyalists. The national ethos 
was one of the supreme values of the family and 
they set high humanist standards for themselves 
a~d their children. They derived their real educa
tlon not from school but from a deeply rooted 
sense of being guardians of a great historical 
heritage and intellectual tradition. 

Diet:i~h Bonhoeffer's father occupied 
~he mos~ prest1g10us German chair of psychiatry 
ln Berlln for over 25 years. He did not espouse 
Freud and psychoanalysis becaue he had no urge 

to advance into the realm of dark, undemonstrable, 

bold and imaginative interpretation, where so 
much has to be assumed and so little can be proved. 
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However, he practiced the psychology of empathy 
and understanding on the basis of his natural apti-
tudes and gifts. 

Bonhoeffer' s mother managed the huge 
household of eight c hildren and many servants com
pletely. She taught the children herself. This 
home teaching implied some criticisms of the tradi
tional schooling available in Germany. One of the 
family sayings was the Germans had their backs broken 
twice in their lives; first at school, and then 
during their military service. 

Dietrich' s relationship to his four sisters 
(one of them his twin sister) and his three brothers 
was extremely close. His brother Walter, just gradua =
from high school, was killed in action at the close 
of World War I. Karl Friedrich, a b rilliant physicist 
married Hans von Dohnanyi 's sister. Brother Klaus 
worked with the League of Nations in Geneva. His 
sister Ursula married Ruediger Schleicher, a lawyer 
working for the Attorney General's Office: Christine 
married Hans von Dohnanyi, the son of the Hungarian 
composer; and his twin sister married Gerhard Leibhol z 
a constitutional lawyer of Jewish origin. Fate was 
to associate Dietrich with his brothers and brothers
in-law far more closely than the diversity of their 
careers would have led one to expect. Klaus and 
Dietrich, Ruediger Schleicher and Hans von Dohnanyi 
were all executed in 1945 for, what the people's 
courts called, "crimes against their nation. " 

After Bonhoeffer's ordination to the 
Protestant ministry, he had the opportunities in 
193? to g~ to America to the Union Theological 
Sem1nary 1n New York. He was told that academic 
life and courses in the United States were much 
regulated. In preparation he produced a notebook 
with American idioms. He expected arguments about 
Germany's war guilt. He particularly considered 
the dreadfu l statements made in 1917 by Secretary 
of State Elihu Root: "The Ger mans are on1y half 
civilized, with abnormal instincts which characterize 
her barbaris ms. They have become unclean and will 
have to walk in the world as marked people. " 
Bonhoeffer was astonished when he discovered that 
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nobody in America wanted to talk about this. However, 
he \<]as forced later to confess to his new western 
friends that Elihu Root's crude statements about 
his country had subsequently been horrifyingly con
firmed. But he liked to talk to young people about 
the Treaty of Versailles and its effects. In 1930 
that treaty was still a most painful subject, even 
in church circles. A man free of nationalist pre
judices said: "This war educated the German people 
to peace, this peace educated it to war." Bonhoeffer's 
stay at the Union Theological Seminary laid the 
basis for his later ecummenical involvement. He 
made several life-long friends, one of whom, Paul 
Lehmann, tried hard to keep Bonhoeffer in America. 
Lehmann described Bonhoeffer as a "German in his 
passion for perfection, whether of manners or perform
ance, or of all that is connoted by the word 'Kultur.' 
Here, in short, was an aristorcracy in spirit at 
its best." 

When Bonhoeffer returned to Germany in 
September 1931, he was made a member of the German 
Youth Delegation of the World Alliance of Churches, 
and was appointed as one of the three European youth 
secretaries. So he began his fateful relationship 
with European church politics which he continued 
until his arrest in 1943. He met all the important 
people with whom he remained in close contact into 
World War II, foremost the leader of the European 
Protestant Ecummenical Movement, Dr. George K. A. 
Bell, the bishop of Chichester. He remained in 
close contact with Bishop Bell until the end. 

The consequences of Hitler's takeover, 
the Edict, the Treachery Law and the censorship of 
letters and telephone conversations was felt heavily 
by the Bonhoeffers. Even in their parent's house 
politics could no longer be openly discussed because 
of the many employees. When, in 1933, Paul Lehmann 
came from New York to visit his old friend, he was 
forcibly struck by the fact that Klaus Bonhoeffer 
would get up to see if there was anyone listening 
outside the door. With increasing anti-Semitic 
measures, culminating in the boycott of Jewish 
firms and the first non-Aryan laws, Bonhoeffer 
discussed with their New York visitors how important 
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information about the dangerous developments might 
be conveyed to suitable circles in Am~rica, among 
them Rabbi Wise, Chief Rabbi in the U.S.A., whom 
Bonhoeffer had met during his 1930-1931 visit. 

When the battle for the maintenance of the 
separation of church and state erupted, Bonhoeffer 
lead the charge for the confessing and against the 
German church. The main rallying point for the 
confessing pastors was the rejection of the Aryan 
Clause, the exclusion of the Jews. It was not only 
the injustice of the clause which was under contention , 
it was the use of the Old Testament and the fact 
that the common grounds of the Judeo-Christian 
heritage were being attacked by the Nazis . By 
August 1933, Bonhoeffer concluded beyond all doubt 
that for theological reasons he would not remain 
in a church which exc luded the Jews. The seminarists 
he taught remembered a statement of his: "Only he 
who cries out for the Jews may sing Gregorian 
Chants. " 

In October 1933, Dietrich Bonhoeffer 
too~ over a German parish in London for a two-year 
per~od. He hoped that at a distance he could be 
more effective in the battle of the churches. He 
wrote: 

Although I am working with all 
my might for the church opposi
tion, it is perfectly clear to 
m~ th~t this particular opposi
t10n 1S only a temporary and 
transitional phase that will 
l~ad on to opposition of a quite 
~~fferent kind, a "resistance 
1nto death. II 

In England, Bonhoeff 
~o the Bishop of Chiche t er grew even closer 
lnstrumental in the fo s ~r, ,George Bell. He was 
objectives against th r~u atlon of the Casseler 
~hor thhe Confessing Ch~rc~r~~nt~hu~ch and the SUpport 

urc es. When Bonhoeff e orld Council of 
he was not allowed to p er ~eturned from England 
involved in the e'du t' reac

f 
anymore ~ ~o he became 

ca IOn 0 young mlnlsters. 
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Hundreds of his pupils were later arrested and jailed. 
Finally, in April 1938,.all pa~tors were to take an 
oath of allegiance to H~tleri ~f not they were to ~e 
dismissed. Most pastors succumbed and the Confesslng 
Church went underground. At this time, Bonhoeffer 
b egan his contacts with Canaris and Oster, because 
he saw no other solution than active resistance. 

Shortly before the outbreak of World War II, 
Bonhoeffer's friends in America made every effort to 
bring him back to the U.S. and to keep him there. 
He went in June 1939 but returned in July to Ge r many. 
He expressed the reasons for his return clearly: 

To be here during a catastrophe 
is simply unthinkable unless I 
am forced to. I will have no 
right to participate in the 
reconstruction of Christian 
life in Germany after t h e war 
if I do not share the trials 
of this time with my people. 
Ch ristians in Germany will face 
the t e rrible alternative of 
either willing the defeat of 
their nation in order that 
Christian civilization may 
survive, or willing the v i ctory 
of their nation and thereby 
destroying our civilization. 
I know which of these alter
natives I must choose, but I 
cannot make that choice in 
security a b road. 

When the capitulation of France in 1940 was 
announced over the radio with fanfares and the national 
anthem, . Bonhoeff~r was caught with his b iographer 
Bethge In a publ~c place. He raised his hand in 
the Nazi salute as did everybody e lse except Beth ge. 
He admonished Bethge : " Raise your arm. We shall 
h ave to run risks for very different things now, 
but not for that salute." He wrote later that his 
engagement in the political underground might prevent 
him from taking up his ministry again. He was 
deeply depressed then because each military and 
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. litical success strengthened the Nazi 

fore~gn pOh d made the small and scattered 
system at ome an . 
opposition groups un~ble to mount any ser~ous 
challenge to the reg~me. 

Between 194 0 and 1943, Bonhoeffer,worked 
for the Confessing Church and undertook ~ar~ou~ , 
tasks for the conspiracy. He traveled w~dely ~ns~de 
Germany and into countries on the northern and 
southern borders of Germany. In 1941 and 1942, 
he visited Switzerland, Norway, Sweden and Italy 
to meet with Bishop Bell and other church leaders. 
They worked unsuccessfully to persuade Churchill 
and Eden to accept a less than unconditional 
surrender in case the conspiracy should succeed. 
In these three years he managed to remain a 
civilian by accepting an appointment in the Abwehr 
as a cover for his frequent travels. 

In 1942, Dohnanyi and Bonhoeffer, with 
Canaris and Oster, began a rescue attempt of a 
group of fifteen Jews. They wanted to send them 
to Switzerland as Abwehr agents. It took nearly 
a year before the rescue succeeded. The Abwehr 
thought that all tracks had been covered, but, 
in Apri l 1943, the Gestapo picked up the tracks 
and arrested Dohnanyi and Bonhoeffer. Since they 
were connected with the Abwehr , their trial was 
postponed for over a year because the Gestapo 
hoped to get through them at the Abwehr. The 
Gestapo did not know that they had smashed the 
center of the conspiracy with the arrests. Klaus 
Bonhoeffer and Ruediger Schleicher took Dietrich's 
and Hans' place in the conspiracy. Only after 
the failed assassination attempt on Hitler, July 
1944, did the Gestapo take complete charge and 
arrested Klaus and Ruediger as well as Canaris 
and all the others. The Gestapo moved the prisoners 
to t he concentration camps BuChenwald, Schoenberg 
and Flossenbuerg . On April 5, 1945, Hitler ordered 
the annihilation of a~l conspirators still in 
captivity. Dietrich Bonhoeffer w~s execut~d 
by hanging on April 9, together wlth Can~rls, 
Oster and five others. Hans von DohnanYl was 
killed in Sachsenhausen and Klaus Bonhoeffer and 
Ruediger Schleicher were killed in Berlin. 



h 5 000 of the best Germany could offer Altoget er, , h f th July 1944 
were executed in the aftermat 0 e th' 
assassination atte~pt. The ~amilY_~~:~a~~ *~~y 
of the fate of the~r sons an sons h d BBC 

~~~~~c~~~ ~~;~ ~~~ ~;~;'T~~~~t;h~~ur~;rinaL~ndon 
transmitting a memorihal BS7rhv~pceO~o~h~~~:~~~r. 
Bonhoeffer by Bell, t e ~s 
The Bishop said: 

His death is a death for Germany 
and for Europe. He represents 
both the resistance of the 
believing soul to the assault 
of evil, and also the moral 
and political revolt of the 
human conscience against 
injustice and cruelty. For 
him there is resurrection from 
the dead, for Germany redemption 
and resurrection, if God pleases 
to lead the nation. 

These days two Dohnanyi's are in the news, one is 
l ord mayor of Hamburg, the other music director 
o f the Cleveland Symphony. 
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Now we will hear what this man, Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer had to say about what he experienced 
and what he thinks the German people experienced 
d uring the Thousand Year Reich. An American history 
book says about the German experience: 

In a sense most Germans were 
willing to give up the demo
cratic political order and 
the liberal society and accept 
the regimes' racism and perse
cution of political opponents 
in exchange of economic prosperity 
social stability, and a resurgence' 
of national pride. 

Bonhoeffer says in his essay "After Ten Years": 

In recent years in the war 
effort, we have seen a great 
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deal of bravery and self sacrifice, 
but civil courage hardly anywhere, 
even among ourselves. To attribute 
this simply to personal cowardice 
would be too easy. In a long 
history, we Germans have had to 
learn the need for and the strength 
of obedience. We have learned 
to subordinate our personal 
wishes and ideas to the tasks 
before us. We have looked 
upwards in free trust, seeing 
in our tasks a call . Calling 
and freedom were to us two sides 
of the same thing. We did not 
realize that our self sacrifice 
could be exploited for evil ends. 
When that happened all the moral 
principles of the Germans were 
bound to shatter. It then 
became apparent that the German 
lacked something fundamental: 
He could not see the need for 
free and responsible action, 
especially not in opposition 
to his task and his calling. 
In its place there appeared 
an irresponsible vacillation 
that never led to action. Civil 
courage, in fact, can grow only 
out of the free responsibility 
of free men. 

Or as John Steinbeck says: "Men can fight an enemy 
more successfully than themselves." 

I believe that Bonhoeffer, in identifying 
obedience and civil courage, touched on the fundamental 
problem. It relates to the structure of the German 
family. For many generations the family was father 
dominated and authoritarian. It belonged to the 
German's creed that, as Bonhoeffer's family and 
my family too put it, the children's back had to 
be broken because the one in authority, whether it 
was the teacher, the parent, the commander, the 
leader, the chairman of a university department, 
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knew better. The term absolute, unconditional obedience, 
t he so-called "kadavergehorsam" (in free translation: 
obedience of a corpse ), had a real meaning. The 
i dea of civil disobedience was out of the question. 
One just did not even think about that. From t h is 
point of view the appearance in Germany of post-war 
s tudent arrest, hippies, the green party and the 
antinuclear movement, albeit bothersome, is encourag ing. 
Another encouraging sign comes from recent surveys 
r egarding German perception of personal freedom. 
An opinion poll repeated in 1950 and 1977 asked 
German people t h e question whether they felt that 
t hey could speak freely. Only 55 % said yes in 
1950 but 84% in 1977; 35% still felt in 1950 that 
t hey had to be careful but only 12 % in 1977. On 
t he political side, 50% wanted a system of more 
than one part in 1950, but 90% in 1977. Eightee n 
percent indicated that they could support a new 
Nazi party, only 7% in 1977. A breakdown of the 
belief in freedom of expression in 1977 indicated 
t hat 90 % felt they could freely criticize chancellor 
a nd president, 80% that they could criticize 
Christianity and the army, but only 50 % felt 
that they could freely advocate world communism 
o r Nazism. 

he says : 
To continue with Bonhoeffer's analysis, 

One may ask whether the re have 
ever before in human history 
been people with so little 
ground under their feet. The 
greatest masquerade of evil 
has played h avoc with all 
oU7 eth ical concepts. For 
e~~l to appear disguised as 
l~ght, charity, historical 
~eces~ity, or social jUstice 
~s qu~te bewildering to any
one brought up on our tradi
tional ethical concepts. 

About fools, duty and heroes he says: 
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Folly is a more dangerous ~ne~y 
than evil. The fool, as d~st~nct 
from the scoundrel, is completely 
self satisfied ; in fact, he can 
easily become dangerous, as it 
does not take much to make him 
aggressive. A fool must ~here
fore be treated more caut~ously 
than a scoundrel. We shall never 
again try to convince a fool by 
reason, for it is both useless 
and dangerous. 

The way of duty is not a sure 
way out either. Here , the 
responsibility rests on the 
commander, not on the person 
commanded. But no one who con
fines himself to the limits of 
duty can act in the only way 
that makes it possible to score 
a direct hit on evil and defeat 
it. The man of duty will in the 
end have to do his duty by the 
devil too. 

To talk of going down fighting 
like heroes in the face of certain 
defeat is not really heroic at 
all, but merely a refusal to 
face the future. The ultimate 
question for a responsible man 
to ask is not how he is to 
extricate himself heroically 
from the affair, but how the 
coming generation is to live. 

One cannot avoid the i mpression of futility and 
hopelessness wherever he turned so Bonhoeffer closed 
the circle of inevitable tragedy with the observa
tion: 

The man who asserts his comp~ete 

freedom to stand foursquare to 
the world, ,,,ho values the neces
sary deed more highly than an 



unspoilt conscience or reputation, 
will assent to what is bad so as 
to ward off something worse, and 
in doing so he will no longer be 
able to realize that the worse, 
which he wants to avoid, might 
be better. Here we have the raw 
material of tragedy . 
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I believe it is clear from these few excerpts 
that Bonhoeffer's evaluation of the German behavior 
is quite useful for our understanding . What he says 
is: the German, bound by tradition to obedience, 
especially if he felt honor bound by sacred oaths, 
lacked the basic understanding of the freedom and 
duty to make his own decisions, which under these 
circumstances would have had to lead to civil dis
obedience. The result was a gigantic cave-in, a 
cave-in which most people did not even recognize. 

Th e "reasonable" people's failure 
is obvious. With the best intentions 
and a naive lack of realism, they 
think that with a little reason 
they can bend back into position 
the framework that has got out 
of joint. In their lack of vision 
they want to do justice to all 
sides, and so the conflicting 
forces wear them down with 
nothing achieved. Disappointed 
by the world's unreasonableness, 
they see themselves condemned 
to ineffectiveness; they step 
aside in resignation or collapse 
before the stronger party. 

Conradt in his book "The German Polity " 
offers this analysis : 

The existence of the extermination 
camps was kept secret. Most 
Germans had little if any knowl
edge of what the Nazis were doing 
to civilians in occupied terri
tories. Yet few made any effort 
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to find out. Caught up in the 
demands of ",ar, subj ected to 
incessant propaganda, and fear
ful of the regime's extensive 
domestic terror apparatus, which 
included the Gestapo and 
informers among the civilian 
population, most Germans remained 
passive until the end. 

It is fair to ask the question of whether 
the same thing could happen in the United States. 
The quick answer is probably not. The basic pre
condition would have to be a suspension of the 
Constitution and the majority of the American people 
would never stand for it. When the German people 
ugreed to the suspension of their constitution, 
most of them did not know that they had the rights 
they gave up, and many others thought it would 
make no difference either way if they were not 
getting out of their economic and political misery. 
Hitler's anti-communist agenda seemed higly accept
able to ~he German of 1932 although the anti-semitic 
agen~a,d1d no~. Would the Americans be willing to 
sac:1f1ce the1r rights for anti-communist reasons? 
Aga1n the answer would be probably not, althou h . 
t~ere was, as you know, one short era in Ameri;an 
h7sto

b
r y

l
, whe~ senato: Josef McCarthy produced a 

S1zea e antl-commun1st frenzy am h 
and the constitutional rights f ong t e people, 
""ere disregarded With d' 0 many Americans 
all it did not t~ke Ion ra 10 and ~elevision and 
straightened itself outg b~ore th1s problem 
greatest danger? In ou~ ardat , then, is our 
order, for true belief ent ze~l for law and 
philosophical conVict'S and for sC1entific and 
human conception and ~~~s we maY,forget that 
beliefs and theo ' erpr etat10n of laws 
th r1es cannot be ab 1 ' erefore, their applicat' so ute, and, 
Authority and obedi9nCQ =:~~ ~~~~~!gb?Ea~~~}u~~~ 
not tempered by aCC!O~r:l.i=..OEJih';' -i ty ~ "Y'I .... ::J --=-:z""'1=a...:t....1. -= ~"'JL . - J ....... _ 

What is needed is personal civil courage and, 
when necessary, civil disobedience. This is for 
me the message from the story of the Nation of 
Poets and Thinkers. 
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